Gimbal Mount Instructions

For proper installation of the gimbal mount you will need a $\frac{5}{16}$" hex key.

Prior to securely fastening your unit together make sure that you do the following:

1. Place your gimbal mount into the flush holder unit pre-installed on your boat until it locks into place.
2. Position the top mounting base into position and tighten the two hex screws. We recommend making these two screws as tight as possible (apply with leverage as needed).
3. After the two hex screws are securely fastened drive the set screw on the opposing side of the gimbal clamp into the knurled ball to ensure that your unit will never slip even under the most stressful conditions.

Information and detailed specs about the gimbal mount can be found below.

Gimbal Mount for Multi-Holders

This mount will adapt your pre installed flush mount into a multi-unit rod holder. It is available in two different locking styles, bayonet and straight slotted (as shown to the left). A straight slot is recommended with flush mounts with drain hoses.

For exact positioning the mount will adjust to angle and rotate to any position to suit your needs. The pole and gimbal mount are machined from solid aluminum and are machine matched from the first to last process.

The gimbal mount is designed for use with double, triple and quad plates, as well as for downriggers.

Product Code: MTGIM
Photo above displays our bayonet slotted pole.